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1 Introduction 

This manual contains detailed instructions on how to set and adjust the configurations of the 

Mastercard Simulator to perform transaction tests between two endpoints. The Mastercard Simulator 

was developed for Rapyd Europe in 2021, as a final project for a B.Sc. degree in Computer Science at 

Reykjavik University. It is meant to serve as a more specialized alternative to Mastercard’s official 

Simulator, by offering a more accessible testing environment and faster performance for a particular 

functionality of Mastercard’s official solution. 
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2 Configuration 

The system comes with a default configuration file (application.properties), located in a config folder 

in the project root. However, it is recommended that the users use their own config file (see 

Operational Manual, chapter 3.3) using a local database. 

The configuration file contains flags for the following features: 

• Database connection 

• Host and port of the Simulator 

• Host and port of KSE 

• Message protocol 

• Logger 

• Test run 

2.1 Database Connection 

Once the database has been set up, the username, password, and the database url need to be set in 

the config file. 

Example: 

# Database 
# The values here need to be updated according to the database setup. 
config.dbUser=QueenElizabeth 
config.dbPw=lovesEurovision 
config.dbUrl=jdbc:mariadb://localhost:3306/simulator_database 

2.2 Host and Port of the Simulator 

When running the project locally, e.g. within IntelliJ, config.simHost can be set to localhost. 

However, when the software is run with docker-compose, this flag needs to be set to simulator. 

Example: 

# Simulator running environment 
config.simHost=localhost # or config.simHost=simulator when using docker-compose 
config.simPort=6666 

2.3 Host and Port of KSE 

When the Test Manager is run with KSE, the host and port of KSE must be specified in the flags 

config.kseHost and config.ksePort. When the Test Manager is run directly with the Simulator, 

these flags are ignored. 

Example: 

# KSE running environment 
# This needs to be configured according to the environment provided by Rapyd. 
config.kseHost=localhost 
config.ksePort=9999 
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2.4 Message Protocol 

The flag config.connectTo is essential for the Test Manager to know which message protocol it 

should use, i.e. whether to send ISO or XML requests. This flag cannot be deleted but if the value is set 

to anything else than simulator, the Test Manager will treat it as kse. 

Example: 

# The environment the Test Manager should connect to 
# This flag can be set as kse when communicating with KSE 
config.connectTo=simulator 

2.5 Logger 

The configuration file contains logger flags that all start with log4j. These flags should not be 

modified. 

Example: 

# Logger 
log4j.rootLogger=DEBUG, consoleAppender, fileAppender 

2.6 Test Run 

The final section in the configuration file is for a test run for the Mastercard tests. Every test has a 

Boolean value, true for tests that should be included in the test run and false for tests that should be 

skipped. The Test Manager can only run tests that are listed in the configuration file and they must 

contain the correct Mastercard reference number. 

Example: 

# Test Run 
# These tests are available for a test run and with all set to true, 
# they will all be run in a single run. 
# When adding new tests to the test suite, a new config needs to be added here. 

test.run.040000000001=true 
test.run.040000000002=false # This test will be skipped 
test.run.040000200001=true 

test.run.040000200002=true 

Most of the Mastercard tests have multiple test cards defined so a request will be generated for each 

test card. 

Cards defined for test 040000200002 (src/main/java/com/utilities/CardsInTestCases.java): 

protected String[] cardsIn040000200002 = new String[]{ 
      "MCS_001", 
      "DMC_001", 
      "MSI_001", 
      "PVL_101", 
      "PVC_101"}; 

Given that test.run.040000200002 is set to true, the Test Manager will generate 5 requests.  
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3 Adding Tests 

Adding new Mastercard tests is done by adding a new class in the java code. Test cases are 

implemented in the Test Manager and pattern matching and processing is implemented in the 

Simulator. 

3.1 Reference Based Amounts 

Since many of the Mastercard tests rely on the same test cards and sometimes the same specifications, 

the amount is used to help the Simulator recognize which test a request belongs to. Therefore, all tests 

should have an amount that relates to the test reference number, unless a specific amount is required 

by Mastercard (e.g. 040000900001). 

Test reference number is in the format tttttttccccc where ttttttt stands for the table id from 

Mastercard and ccccc stands for the case id. This is interpreted in the amount as 00000t1t60c3c400 

where t1 and t6 stand for the first two positions of the table id and c3 and c4 stand for the last two 

positions of the case id. 

Example: 

040000200002 = table 0 4 0 0 0 0 2  case 0 0 0 0 2  

        t0t1t2t3t4t5t6      c0c1c2c3c4 

  000004200200 

 

NOTE! 

If the amount is not set according to this pattern, the Simulator will not know which test case the 

request belongs to and will therefore treat it as a general request. 
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3.2 Test Manager 

This chapter refers only to code belonging to the Test Manager module (tm). 

3.2.1 Test Class 

All tests should be located in src/main/java/com/tm/Modules/testCases/ and all classes should be 

named Test<reference>. 

In this folder, there is a common file called TestCasesCommon that all the Mastercard test classes 

should inherit. 

public class Test040000200002 extends 
TestCasesCommon { 
   /** 
    * Constructor 
    * @param config String 
    */ 
   public Test040000200002(String config) { 
      ... 
   } 

 

When adding a new test, do the following in the Test Manager: 

1. Create a new Test class in src/main/java/com/tm/Modules/testCases/ called Test<test case 

reference>. 

2. Have the new class inherit TestCasesCommon. Because of the inheritance, the constructor in 

the test class must take in a String for the config file as an argument and pass it on to the 

parent class with super. The parent class also requires a String variable with the test case 

reference number. 

public Test040000200002(String config) { 

   super(config, "040000200002"); 

} 

3. If the test case does not require a reversal request, the class needs only two public methods, 

else it needs four public methods. 

a. Method to generate an ISO request: 

public int[] generateISOTest040000200002PerCard(String card) {} 

b. Method to generate an XML request: 
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public int[] generateISOTest040000200002PerCard(String card) {} 

c. Method to generate an ISO reversal request: 

public int[] generateISOReversalTest040000000001(int[] 

    response0110, String stan, String card) {} 

d. Method to generate an XML reversal request: 

public int[] generateReversalXMLTest040000000001(int[] 

    response0110) {} 

For general authorisation requests, the amount should be defined within the functions: 

int[] amount = new int[]{0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x34, 0x32, 0x30, 0x30,  
0x32, 0x30, 0x30}; // = 000004200200 = 42.002,00 

Every data element is declared as an array of integer and the value should always be the ASCII values 

of the character. 

Example: 

0x30 (hex) = 48 (dec) = 0 (ASCII) 

If there are no extra specifications defined for the test case, the method should return either 

generateSingleRequest(amount, card) (when generating ISO requests) or 

xmlTestPerCard(testCaseReferenceNo, f3Value, f4Value): 

public int[] generateISOTest040000200002PerCard(String card) { 
   int[] amount = new int[]{0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x34, 0x32, 0x30, 0x30,  
0x32, 0x30, 0x30}; 
   // No extra specifications are defined for test case 040000200001 
   return generateSingleRequest(amount, card); 
} 
public int[] xmlTest040000200002PerCard(String card) { 
   return xmlTestPerCard(card, "040000200002","000000","4200200"); 
} 

If there are extra specifications for ISO requests, they need to be added to the request before the 

function returns: 

public int[] generateISOTest040000200015PerCard(String card) { 
   int[] amount = new int[]{0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x34, 0x32, 0x30, 0x31,  
0x35, 0x30, 0x30}; 
   // Extra specifications are defined for test case 040000200015 
   int[] request = generateSingleRequest(amount, card); 
   return addSE63ToDE48(request, card); 
} 

3.2.2 Test Run 

Next, the class TestRun must be modified, and the new test added to it. This is done by adding a new 

case in the switch condition in generateSingleRequest (String testCase, String card, String software): 

case "Test040000200002": 
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   Test040000200002 test040000200002 = new Test040000200002(configFile); 
   if (software.equals("simulator")) { 

      return test040000200002.generateISOTest040000200002PerCard(card); 
   } else { 
      return test040000200002.xmlTest040000200002PerCard(card); 
   } 

3.3 Simulator 

This chapter refers only to code belonging to the Simulator module (simulator) and the utilities module 

(utilities). 

3.3.1 Request Pattern 

In the class RequestPattern in src/main/java/com/simulator/Modules/, define a new Boolean variable 

inside the private function matchTestCase(int[] de2) and make sure that it matches the Mastercard 

requirements and the amount pattern (see chapter 3.1): 

boolean tc040000200002 = mti.equals("0100") 

        && amount.equals("000004200200") 

        && de3.equals("000000") 

        && de22.equals("901") 

        && de61.equals("0190000000000300352108") 

        && oneOfAllowedCards(cardsIn040000200002, testCard); 

Add an else-if condition in the same function: 

else if (tc040000200002) { 
    return "040000200002"; 
} 

3.3.2 Test Cards 

In the utilities module, go to src/main/java/com/utilities/CardsInTestCases.java and create protected 

variable of a String array with all the test cards listed up for the test case in the Mastercard 

documentation: 

protected String[] cardsIn040000200002 = new String[]{ 
      "MCS_001", 
      "DMC_001", 
      "MSI_001", 
      "PVL_101", 
      "PVC_101"}; 

The test cards also need to be defined in a JSONObject variable in the same class: 

"\"Test040000200002\": [" + 
   "\"MCS_001\"," + 
   "\"DMC_001\"," + 
   "\"MSI_001\"," + 
   "\"PVL_101\"," + 
   "\"PVC_101\"]," + 
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3.3.3 Config 

Add the test to /config/application.properties and set the value to true in order for the Test Manager 

to run it in the next test session: 

test.run.040000200002=true 
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4 Results Report 

The test results can be read directly from the console or the log files that are generated and stored in 

/logs. The format of either of these options, is however not very user friendly and therefore, the Report 

Viewer was implemented as a side product. 

To run the Report Viewer, Node.js needs to be installed (see Operational Manual, chapter 3.6). 

$/mc_simulator> cd reportNodeJs 
$/mc_simulator/reportNodeJs> node app.js 

Once the Node.js application is up and running, the results of a test run can be viewed at 

http://localhost:3000/. The default view shows the latest test run but http://localhost:3000/today 

shows all tests that have been run on that day. 

 

If a test fails, the entry can be clicked on to view the detail:  

 

 

http://localhost:3000/
http://localhost:3000/today
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